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ABSTRACT 

This study is considered as a part of an ongoing extensive neutronics research for 

testing the computer model of İstanbul Technical University TRIGA Mark II research reactor. 

Validation of the reactor model has been successfully shown in a separate study. Thus, as a 

subsequent step, the primary purpose of this work is to estimate the burnup value of the fuel 

rods by using Monte Carlo/deterministic method and also to compare with the recorded 

reactor data. Operating conditions (e.g., control rod positions and material temperatures) used 

in the reactor model are thoroughly based on the operation number of No.1599 from the 

reactor log-book as of March 2013 with a produced total energy of about 272 MWh. All the 

feedback effects are modelled accordingly. MONTEBURNS2 and TRIGLAV5 codes with a 

temperature-dependent neutron library of ENDFB/V-II.0 are used for burnup calculations. 

The analyses are carried out for the cases of fission product poison free and in equilibrium. 

Effective core multiplication factor, keff, is presented as a function of total energy generated as 

the reactor operates at power levels of 250 kW and 10 W. This study also provides a 

comparison with a previous study performed using TRIGLAV code for a total produced 

thermal energy of 240 MWh before March 2002. The core average fuel burnup is calculated 

to be 0.25 MWd per fuel element while the recorded data from the log-book provides an 

average burnup of 0.16 MWd. In the light of current positions of control rods, this 

disagreement reveals that the current fuel elements possibly have more burnup than the 

recorded data suggest. At last, the outcomes are discussed from the refuelling strategy of the 

reactor core point of view.  

1 INTRODUCTION 

In research reactors, burnup calculation of fuel elements is very complicated due to 

varying operational power and heterogeneous core configuration. An easier way to estimate 

the fuel burnup is to record the total energy generated during reactor operating. On the 

contrary, when the power history is not properly registered, it is, seemingly, hard to calculate 

the burnup of the fuel elements accurately. Yet, there may still be some innovative methods to 

tackle with such kind of problem.  
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There is an increasing number of interesting studies on the burnup calculation of the 

fuel elements in research reactors. For instance, Huda et al. [1] have performed several burnup 

calculation for TRIGA Mark II at AEAE by using TRIGAP and MVP-BURN computer 

codes. They have discussed the refuelling strategy from the viewpoint of criticality, peaking 

factors, neutron flux and burnup change with time. Dalle and Jeraj [2] have performed burnup 

calculations using MONTEBURNS code to compare with the experimental values measured 

in TRIGA Mark II at Josef Stefan Institute, Slovenia. Moreover, a Monte Carlo (MC) 

simulation has been carried out by Jeraj et al. [3] for burned fuel in the same reactor. Burned 

fuel isotopic composition has been obtained by using TRIGLAV, WIMSD4, and ORIGEN2. 

Further, burnup of several HEU/LEU fuel elements for the mixed core (HEU-LEU) has been 

measured by Ravnik et al. [4]. The measured values have been compared with calculated 

results using TRIGLAV and TRIGAP codes. Change of the excess reactivity, peaking factors, 

positions of the control rods (CRs) and thermal neutron flux distribution with burnup for the 

Moroccan TRIGA research reactor have been carried out by El Bakkari et al. [5] using MCNP 

and BUCAL1 codes. Büke and Yavuz [6] have used reactivity defect of fuel elements of 

Istanbul Technical University (ITU) TRIGA Mark II reactor to calculate burnup. TRIGLAV 

and WIMS-D/4 codes have been used to validate the results. In addition, experimental burnup 

measurements have been presented by Khan et al. [7] by measuring Cs-137 fission product 

(FP) activity as a burnup indicator with HPGe detector.   

This study is considered as part of an ongoing extensive neutronic research to test the 

computer model of the reactor. Validation of the reactor model has been successfully shown 

in separate studies [8, 9]. 

The main purpose of this work is to estimate the most-recent burnup and discharge 

burnup (end of life burnup) of the fuel elements. For this purpose, a new method that uses 

registered operational data (such as positions of CRs and material temperatures) of a selected 

reactor operation number is put forward to determine the fuel burnup. The operation number 

is selected to be # 1599 as of March 2013. The results are compared with the recorded reactor 

data and the previous study [6]. The analyses are carried out using TRIGLAV5 [10] with 

ENDFB/V-II.0 [11] neutron library and MONTEBURNS2 [12] (MCNP5 [13] linked with 

ORIGEN2.1) with ENDFB/V-II.1 [14] neutron/photon library. ITU TRIGA Mark II research 

reactor is used for the burnup calculations. Effect of reactivity feedbacks on the burnup is 

observed by performing the analyses for the FP free and equilibrium. To simulate the 

feedback effects accurately in the MC model, neutron cross-section libraries at operating 

temperatures are generated by using NJOY [15, 16]. 

2 MODELLING AND METHODS 

To date, many studies have been performed by using various burnup codes to confirm 

the experimental data. In order to calculate the burnup of the fuel elements, the basic 

employed method in those studies is the use of total energy generated during reactor 

operation. Conversely, this study suggests a new method to estimate the fuel burnup and spent 

fuel content of the fuel elements. It is because the total generated energy has not regularly 

been registered throughout the reactor operation. The method uses a registered operational 

data from the reactor log-book for a considered reactor operation. Operational data contains 

the information about the positions of the CRs, material temperatures, reactor power history 

and the latest core map during the reactor operation. According to the suggested method, any 

operational data (preferably most recent) are literally put into the MC/deterministic model of 

the reactor. The fuel is burned until the excess reactivity is zero (in this case, no matter what 

the recorded total energy is).  
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The reactor operation number of 1599 (# 1599) given in the log-book in March 2013 is 

used as a reference case. During the operation, transient and safety rods were set to 96.89 % 

and 94.89 % of their full positions, respectively. Position of the regulating rod inside core was 

not fixed during the operation in order to maintain criticality; however, an average value of 

83.83 % has been used in the MC calculation. The log-book states that generated total energy 

is about 272 MWh up to March 2013. 

In MC simulation, fuel is burned at the specified positions of CRs of # 1599 until no 

more core excess reactivity is available. Further, the fuel is burned for the withdrawn 

positions of the CRs so as to observe the discharge burnup (end of life burnup) to be reached 

and the remaining excess reactivity. Core configuration shown in Figure 1 belongs to ITU 

TRIGA Mark II 250 kW research reactor. The green coloured fuel rods are used for 

comparison throughout the study. In order to model temperature feedback, average material 

temperatures are set to 450 K for fuel, 380 K for clad, 540 K for pure zirconium rod (located 

at the centreline of a fuel element), 310 K for water in the core and 300 K for the rest. Besides 

photo-atomic and photonuclear reaction libraries, neutron cross-sections with thermal 

scattering libraries (for water, graphite and zirconium hydride fuel) are generated at the 

specified temperatures by using NJOY99 with update 396. Although the Evaluated Neutron 

Data Files (ENDFs) used in MCNP primarily come from the updated ENDF/B-VII.1 library, 

missing isotopes are taken from the JEFF3.2 [17], CENDL3.1 [18], JENDL4.0 [19] and 

TENDL2013 [20]. In addition to neutron transport calculation, the MC model includes photon 

transport and photo-nuclear reaction calculations for the future works.  

 

Figure 1: Core Loading Map 

MONTEBURNS2, a fully-automated burnup code, is used to calculate burnup of fuel 

elements. The code requires four separate input files, MCNP, MONTEBURNS, feed and 

cross-section input files. MCNP input file comes from the previous reactor model [9]. An 

MONTEBURNS input file is created. There are input parameters to be set in the code to 

define the problem type. For example, some important parameters are selected as 9 for outer 

burn steps (outer iteration for convergence), 100 for internal burn steps (inner iteration for 
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convergence), no intermediate keff calculation (an initial guess for subsequent steps) due to no 

feed, and zero fractional importance to take into account all the FPs. An initial ORIGEN2 

library, so-called TRIGA, is produced from a previous test run since an initial library for a 

TRIGA Mark II has not been provided by Radiation Safety Information Computational Center 

(RSICC). For tally purposes, a total of 250 critical isotopes, including FPs and actinides, are 

chosen. A feed input file is also prepared; the time steps in the feed input file are selected to 

be 3 days (from user experience) for the FPs equilibrium and 20 days for the rest. More, no 

feed or discharge from the reactor core during the irradiation is considered. The cross-section 

input file contains a list of transmutation cross-sections for a total of 533 isotopes.  

Since the power history of the reactor has not thoroughly been registered, fuels are 

burned at constant powers of 250 kW and 10 W. Further, burnup is searched for cases of FPs 

free and in equilibrium.  

In TRIGLAV code, Pneumatic Transfer System and CRs are defined as a void 

irradiation channel (IC1) in Al tube while Source and Central Thimble are the water 

irradiation channel (IC3) in Al tubes. Water temperature and reactor power are set to the same 

values used in the MC model. In the absence of the CRs, axial buckling value is calculated to 

be 4.15x10-3 cm-2 from the excess reactivity of the fresh core given in the log-book. Modeling 

of # 1599 case is carried out by adjusting the leakage (or axial buckling).    

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

For the cases of withdrawn and # 1599, the change of the core reactivity in units of 

dollar ($) as a function of cumulative burnup (MWh) using MONTEBURNS2 and 

TRIGLAV5 is illustrated in Figure 2. The results are fitted to a second order polynomial 

equation to obtain accurate burnup values between the calculated points.  

 
Figure 2: Variation of the reactivity ($) with the cumulative burnup (MWh). 

After a sharp decrease in reactivity due to the FP poisoning (not given in the figure), 

reactivity decreases smoothly (as quasi-linear) with burnup. At full power, initial reactivity of 

fresh fuel is found to be about 3.35 $ in both TRIGLAV5 and MONTEBURNS2. From the 
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graph, the codes show excellent agreement. Cumulative burnup for the operation # 1599 is 

obtained to be about 420 MWh (17.5 MWd) with a total irradiation time of about 70 days. 

When all the CRs are withdrawn, the calculated discharge burnup is about 560 MWh at the 

end of 95 days. Further, the core excess reactivity in March 2013 is calculated to be about 0.3 

$. From the results, the reactor is already capable of burning the fuels as much as 140 MWh 

with full power days of 25 days. In other words, if the reactor operates for two hours per day 

at full power, the reactor will shut down practically within one year. After that, either the 

fuels will have to be replaced with the fresh ones or the (re)shuffling will need to be 

performed. It can be asserted that the current fuels have much more burnup than the recorded 

data suggest when the calculated results are compared with the reported value of 272 MWh. 

From March 2013 on, the reactor has been used in medical research for Boron Neutron 

Capture Therapy (BNCT) application and operated several hours per day at full power. Thus, 

it is clear that the reactor has not much excess reactivity and is about to run out of its excess 

reactivity. For the withdrawn positions of CRs, change of the core reactivity ($) as a function 

of cumulative burnup (MWh) using TRIGLAV5 is illustrated in Figure 3. The figure presents 

the results for the cases of 250 kW in FP equilibrium/free and 10 W in FP equilibrium.   

 
Figure 3: Variation of the reactivity ($) with the cumulative burnup (MWh). 

From Figure 3, the reactivity difference between the results of 10 W and 250 kW in FP 

equilibrium comes primarily from the temperature defect and level of FP poisoning. Total 

reactivity feedback is found to be 1.74 $ using the TRIGLAV5 while the result calculated 

from the FSAR [21] is about 1.70 $. The difference between the results of poison free and 

equilibrium at 250 kW shows that reactivity feedback due to FP poisoning is 1.05 $. As a 

result, it can be deduced from the graph that it is possible to obtain further burnup or lower 

flux level (engineers' dilemma) if the reactor is operated at low power. This is due to the 

effect of the temperature defect between low and high power. A comparison between the 

previous study [6] and the present study at a burnup of 240 MWh is tabulated in Table 1 for 

some selected fuel elements. The results are presented in terms of consumed 235U isotope (%). 
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Table 1: Calculated burnup (% of initial 235U) of some selected fuel elements at 240 MWh. 

 Büke and Yavuz [6] This study 

Fuel Elements TRIGLAV4 TRIGLAV5 MONTEBURNS2 

B2 0.78 0.70 0.67 

B4 0.79 0.66 0.62 

C1 0.67 0.65 0.62 

C6 0.65 0.58 0.55 

D5 0.57 0.55 0.53 

D15 0.54 0.50 0.46 

E6 0.50 0.47 0.46 

E21 0.48 0.42 0.41 

F6 0.37 0.37 0.37 

F30 0.33 0.36 0.34 

From the results, there is a significant difference between TRIGLAV4 and TRIGLAV5 

due to not only the use of different WIMS module (use of different library, as well) but also 

possibility of different modelling of the core configuration. For instance, central thimble can 

be defined as hole or water or half air-filled water inside the code. Therefore, the selection 

significantly affects the results. However, the results are, in general, sufficiently in good 

agreement. The locations where the biggest differences are observed are the adjacent cells of 

CRs. In the case of MONTEBURNS2, the results are compatible with TRIGLAV5. 

Calculated burnup for some selected fuel elements at discharge and # 1599 in terms of 

consumed 235U isotope (%) is given in Table 2.  

Table 2: Calculated burnup (% of initial 235U) of some selected fuel elements  

at discharge and # 1599. 
 Discharge # 1599 

Fuel Elements TRIGLAV5 MONTEBURNS2 TRIGLAV5 MONTEBURNS2 

B2 1.57 1.51 1.22 1.17 

B4 1.48 1.40 1.15 1.08 

C1 1.46 1.39 1.13 1.09 

C6 1.31 1.25 1.02 0.97 

D5 1.25 1.20 0.97 0.93 

D15 1.12 1.02 0.87 0.80 

E6 1.06 1.02 0.82 0.80 

E21 0.95 0.92 0.74 0.72 

F6 0.84 0.83 0.65 0.65 

F30 0.80 0.76 0.63 0.59 

Core average discharge burnup is found to be 1.09 % for TRIGLAV5 and 1.03 % for 

MONTEBURNS2. In case of # 1599, average burnup is 0.85 % for TRIGLAV5 and 0.80 % 

for MONTEBURNS2. It appears that somewhat lower burnup is obtained with 

MONTEBURNS2. The reason is that the methods used to solve the neutron transport 

equation are different. However, as seen from the table, the results show good agreement. The 

maximum burnup in the core is observed in B2 while the minimum is in the F27.  
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4 CONCLUSION 

In this study, fuel element burnup is determined for the cases of discharge (all CRs are 

out and zero excess reactivity) and # 1599 by using TRIGLAV5 and MONTEBURNS2. To 

estimate the current burnup values of the fuel elements, positions of the CRs in # 1599 are 

used. Although the recorded data give an average burnup of 0.16 MWd per rod, average 

burnup of the fuel elements is calculated to be about 0.25 MWd for # 1599 and 0.33 MWd for 

discharge. As a result, it is observed that the current fuels have much more burnup than the 

recorded data. It reveals that the total generated energy has not regularly been registered 

throughout the reactor operation. On the other hand, Dalle and Veloso [22] state that 

uncertainty of log-books is about 15 % due to thermal calibrations and power oscillations. 

Since there is a fuel shortage problem in the near future in TRIGA reactors, 

(re)shuffling can be a good solution to keep the reactor on running. Shifting the least-burned 

fuels with the most-burned fuels would provide some extra reactivity. For this purpose, 

various reshuffling schemes will be investigated by the authors of this paper in a follow-up 

article. Other parameters related with burnup such as neutron flux, power peaking factors and 

spent fuel content will be provided in a separate study. Moreover, some experiments are 

needed to perform later to measure the burnup of the fuel elements and also to validate the 

computer results.  
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